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The Image of Fairfield

Six seniors receive leadership awards Hindsight
Cheryl Wozniak
Staff Writer

The
Alumni
Association has chosen six
seniors to honor at the Student
Awards Dinner on Thursday,
April 18th at 7 p.m. in the Oak
Room. The recipients of the
awards, Mark Reed, Maria
Santomauro, Stephen Borla,
Mark Mahoney, Mark Potter, and
Frank Riccio, were each selected
on the basis of their leadership,
service to the community, and
commitment to the Jesuit ideal.
Reed was awarded the
St. Ignatius Loyola Medal, which
is the highest honor given by the
Alumni Association to a
graduating senior. This award is
presented to the student who best
exemplifies the true spirit of the
Jesuit education provided by
Fairfield University.
As president of the
Fairfield University Student
Association, Reed created the
Multicultural Branch of the
Cabinet to increase FUSA's
dedication to diversity. He also
aided in the development of
"Midnight Madness," a pep rally
which took place at the beginning
of the basketball season to help
increase school spirit.

Along with his vast
duties to FUSA, Mark has
become involved in many other
facets of the University
community. He has participated
in First Year Experience, served
as co-chair of ° dentation, and
was selected as a mission
volunteer.
In addition to his
extensive involvement within
the University, Reed was
selected to the National Jesuit
Honor Society, Alpha Sigma
Nu, as well as the mathematics
honor society, Pi Mu Epsilon.
Santomauro's
commitment to service and
volunteerism both within and
outside of the campus
community, has earned her the
William
J.
Kranier'60
Humanitarian
Award.
Santomauro has been co-chair
of the Hunger Clean Up for the
past two years, served as
freshman facilitator for three
years, and as an Eucharistic
Minister for three years.
Involvement with the
campus ministry has led her to
be a part of the mission volunteer
program where she worked for
two weeks at the Alpha Boy's
Home in Jamaica. Her
membership in Pi Mu Epsilon,

provides
guidance
JoAnn Gometz
News Editor

Jack row: Mark Reed, Mark Mahoney, Frank Riccio. Front Row: Mark
Potter, Maria Santomauro, and Stephen Borla.
the mathematics honor society,
portrays that just as much of her
dedication goes to studies as to
service work.
Outside of the school
setting, Santomauro has spent
her past six summers
volunteering for one week at
the Mid-Hudson Valley
Company near her home. While
there, she works as a counselor
to the young campers who are
stricken with cancer or are
hemophiliacs. She plans to
continue her volunteer work
after graduation as well.

Lastly, four students
have been chosen to receive a
Student Achievement Award
for their commitment to a
particular
program,
organization, activity, or
project. Each of the students
who have been selected for this
award have macj a difference
to the community in their won
unique way.
Borla is one of the four
students who will receive this
high award. His concern for

Continued on page 3

Earth Day lectures announced
Christine Hamel
Managing Editor
To celebrate Earth
Day 1996, Robert Kennedy Jr.,
senior attorney with the Natural
Resources Defense Council,
Dr. Barry Commoner,
environmental scientist and
1980 Presidential candidate for
the Citizens Party, and Dr.
Mark Sagoff, the senior
research scholar at the Institute
for Philosophy and Public
Policy at the University of
Maryland will be giving
environmental lectures on
Monday, April 22, at 7:30 p.m.
in the Quick Center.
The lectures will be
culminating a day full of
activities aimed at promoting
awareness of the environment.
"Earth Day 1996: Retrospects
and Prospects" is the result of a
cooperative work among
several environmental interest
groups. Some of the groups
that are involved include the

Program in Environmental
Studies, Student Environmental
Association, InterResidence
Hall Government, and FUSA.
Outside sponsors are involved
as well. Some outside sponsors
are the Olin Corporation
Charitable Trust, Pestalozzi
Foundation of America, The
Nature Conservancy of
Connecticut, The Nature Center
of Westport, and the
Environmental Associates.
A reception will take
place at 5 p.m. on Monday,
April 22, before the evening's
lecture in the Oak Room in the
Barone Campus Center.
Students, faculty, speakers,
guests of the seminar, and the
University community are
invited to attend the reception.
Other
events
scheduled for the day include
"The Student Initiative" at 1
p.m. at the Barone Campus
Center, highlighting crucial
problems of the environment.
At 3:30 p.m. "The Seminar on
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the Earth" will discuss politics,
economics, science and society.
Kennedy, son of the
late Attorney General Robert
F. Kennedy, has earned a
reputation as a resolute defender
of the environment especially
in holding governmental
agencies responsible for their
actions. His lecture is entitled,
"From
Activism
to
Cooperation: The Roles of
Industry,
Law
and
Government."
Kennedy
emphasizes the challenges that
lie ahead and offers practical
suggestions for dealing with
such issues as global warning,
the greenhouse effect and water
pollution.
Commoner serves as
the director of the Center for
the Biology of Natural Systems
at Queens College in New York.
Commoner will present a
lecture entitled, " We Have
Brought You to This Day: A
Retrospective
on
the
Environmental Movement." He

is a prominent environmental
scientist and is widely known as
a writer and lecturer on the
relationships
between
environmental and energy
problems and economic and
political issues.
Sagoff is a Pew Scholar
in Conversation and the
Environment and a'so serves as
president of the International
Society for Environmental
Ethics.
His
lecture is
entitled," The Perspectives of the
Humanities: Philosophy of the
Environment."
Admission is a $2
donation which will benefit the
Salvatore Bongiorno Scholarship
Fund. For ticket information,
call the Quick Center box office
at ext. 4010. For more
information about Earth Day
1996, contact Dr. Lisa Newton,
director of the Program in
Environmental Studies at 2544128.

Continued on page 3
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Coalition for
Social Justice
questioned

Fairfield University
juniors will have a better
knowledge of the ins and outs
of their chosen fields from now
on, thanks to the Hindsight
Alumni Mentor program,
which began its inaugural
campaign last week.
The
Hindsight
program is a joint venture of
the Fairfield University Alumni
Association and the Career
Planning Center, but it is
entirely student run, under the
guidance of three members of
the Class of 1997, Elena
Pienkowski, Greg Vierheilig,
and FUSA Vice President for
Student Life Chris Rhode.
Letters were sent to
the Class of 1997 to notify them
of the program,and of the three
orientation sessions to be held
April 18 and 22, and May 1 at
6 p.m. at the Career Planning
Center. At these sessions,
students will be given the
chance tochoosetheirmentors,
anonymously, and to become
acquainted with the program.
Over 200 mentors
have already signed up for the
program, representing, among
others, the fields of nursing,
teaching, science, writing, and
management. They represent
such companies as General
Electric, Merrill-Lynch,
Johnson and Johnson, and the
FBI. One mentor responded by
cellular phone from the floor
of the New York Stock
Exchange.
Nearly
all
graduating years from '63 to
'93 are represented.
According
to
Pienkowski, the program
developed from the students'
requests for more exposure to
people in the fields that
Fairfield graduates are likely
to enter. When the Alumni
Association and the Career
Planning
Center
were
approached about providing
support for the program they
responded enthusiastically,
agreeing to support the program
in many ways, not the least of

Theatre
Fairfield
Premieres
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News

Campus Beat

The Fairfield Mirror

Cheers

Boos

Jo Ann Gometz
News Editor
* On April 4 at 2:16 p.m., stereo equipment was stolen from a motor vehicle
parked near the soccer field. Fairfield Police arrested two non-students from
Stamford.
* On April 7 at 3:33 a.m., a suspicious person was repc rted at Jogues Hall,
but was found at Dolan Hall. The non-student, who was allegedly visiting a student,
was escorted off campus.
* On April 12 at 1:06 a.m., two students were charged with disorderly
conduct in front of Campion Hall. There were no injuries, and the report was sent to
judicial.
* On April 12 at 8:55 a.m. and 4:57 p.m., criminal complaints were filed
about stacks of white supremacist newspapers that were left near Prep, the Playhouse
gate, and the Quick Center. The papers were removed.
* On April 12 at 11:41 p.m., disorderly conduct was reported between a
student and a non-student at a townhouse party. There were no injuries, and the nonstudent was escorted off campus.
* Nearly 15 rhinos (wheel immobilization devices) have been placed on cars
in various lots over the last two weeks. Security requests that students with multiple
tickets, especially for unregistered vehicles, take care of those tickets in the Security
office before their cars are immobilized.

Campus Crier
Class of 1999 volunteer opportunity: Alumni Relations
needs 30 members of the freshman class to volunteer for Reunion
Weekend, May 31, June 1-2. Great resume builder and lots of fun!
Call Janet Canepa at 254-4280 to sign up. The information meeting
is April 25, be there!
Theatre Fairfield presents Premeires '96 on Friday, April
19 at 8 p.m., Saturday, April 20th at 2 and 8 p.m., Sunday, April
21st at 2 and 8 p.m., Wednesday, April 24 at 8 p.m., Thursday,
April 25, and Friday, April 26 at 8 p.m.. All shows take place in
the PepsiCo Playhouse.
Dogwoods tickets go on sale Sunday night.
"An Evening with Billy Joel and a Little Music too!" is
Wednesday night. Buy your tickets now if they are still around.

Classifieds
Drivers Wanted
SellGoodHumor ice cream from one of our vending trucks. Routes available
in your area. Earn $650-950 weekly, male or female. Apply now, not in May. Call
Monday - Saturday, 9-3 p.m. only. 1-203-366-2641.
BABYSITTERS WANTED FOR SUMMER. Care for easy going toddler. Flexible
hours (15+ hours/wk). Days. Near Univeristy. Own transportation. $5-7/hour. Call
371-6141.
Summer Opportunity
Lochearn Camp for Girls seeks kind, enthusiastic female staff with strong activity
skills in gymnastics, tennis, watersports (WSI certified), studio & prforming arts, field
sports, English riding, hiking. Outstanding facilities, magnificent Vermont setting, 20
minutes from Dartmouth College. Poistive attitude required; prior experience is not!
Mid-June through Mid-August. Contact: Rich Maxson, Box 500, Post Mills, VT
05058; 1-800-235-6659.
Data Entry. Upbeat compnay in Stamford seeking fast part-time employee for lots of
data entry. Hours flexible M-F. Call Randee at Oola 800-693-6652.
TEACHING POSITIONS available for certified and uncertified teachers. We serve
hundreds of public, private, and parochial schools in CT, NY and New England.Over
the past thirty years, we have helped over 8500 teachers secure positions. THERE IS
NEVER A CHARGE UNLESS WE ARE SUCCESSFUL IN PLACING YOU. Call
us to dsicuss your background and the types of positions for which you are qualified.
At that time, we will be able to tell you if we can be of assistance.
FAIRFIELD TEACHERS' AGENCY, INC.
Fairfield, Ct.
(203)333-0611
(203)335-3869
FAIRFIELD. The White House. Immaculate, four bedroom, washer/dryer, dishwasher.
Available Sept. - May. 259-6598.

to April "Happy Belated
Birthday!"... to having fun while it
lasted... to the Boston marathon... to
becoming a naut girl... to senior boys
graduating... to leaving the edge at 7:30
in the morning... to MLS starting... to
being hard core for almost 2 weeks
straight... to going home for Easter and
getting away from F.U. ... to the cool
kid... to the center of the universe Boston... to the cute guy in the brown
Nova, give us a ride... to the junior in
TH35... to the blonde Dogwood dates at
the Ranch... to those little blue people,
sure Brett... to Pringles... to new friends
and new memories... to the "shortcut"...
to Dad's diner... to the girls and Tim too
for beating the guys... to the parachute
and having the chance to be a kid again...
to dinner conversations you will never
forget.... to squirting water bottles late at
night... to the limbo girls - clean, dirty,
cheap and silly... to the lochness
monster... to being a blonde... to JM - my
noncontroversial friend... to guys with
great calves... to looking urban...
to
the Boston Bruins - 29 & counting... to
hazel eyes and perky lips... to a shave and
a haircut, two bits... to "TT"... to having
great friends like JR, B, Prince
Marchuchu, Rizzo, Special Sauce, and
Eddie... to Billy Gee... to dance parties
inRegis315at4am...to singingR-E-SP-E-C-T into hairbrushes... to "Girls Just
Wanna Have Fun"... to My girls Jen and
Blakleigh...totheguysinRegis4hook...
to pissing on HER parade... to having the
"Most Wanted Dates" to Dogwoods... to
MG and LW opening with China S. at the
High Tide... to tough mother jeans... to
dancing at the jackhammer... to the
fashion plates at the overlook... to ska at
the levee... to the Fashion Plates... to
Spring Break in Key West... to Lana and
Laura being able to chug every night... to
rumrunners and Rick's every night... to
BH getting naked in Key West... to being
wasted & hooking up every night in Key
West., to Spring Break... to we are SU...
to Dennis... to Erin & Hayden... to hot
sex trailer park porno... to Buffalo Soldier
and MI... to hooking up with gay guys &
thinking they're straight... to Seniors...
to you guys are crazy, this whole place is
crazy... to Tim O. - you were the best
anchor we ever had... to needing a
vacation after this vacation... to the twins
and ED - great roommates... to my plane
partner - I'm glad we were together... to
barhopping the last night... to riding
mopeds around Key West... to grab me a
crab... to everyone hooking up with
Patrick... to everyone who made it to the
Lighthouse Naut during a monsoon especially from the 3rd hump... to
everyone who stayed at the Lighthouse
Naut until 5 a.m... to getting off the last
night on Key West... to Ro for making
Spring Break in Key West possible... to
our last hooray as seniors on Spring
Break... to ED, JA, NR - Happy
Birthday... to Michelle and Darci in the
chug contest - nice try... to best friends
who do stakeouts in cars for an hour... to
a best friend who drives like a maniac for
you... to sunshine & warm weather...

to graduation coming... to huge
tour groups... to prank phone calls... to
the ticket being paid off... to senior beach
boys... to thinking there are exceptions...
to getting played like a fool... to wishful
thinking... to being bitter... to missing
friends in Spain... to having your friends
graduate and leave you for the real world. ..
to not talking to your parents because
they're in Italy for three weeks... to
pathological Rec-Plex parking ... to
getting the shaft again and again... to
perverted, oversized leprechauns... to
school being almost over... to the cleaning
lady is so loud at 7 am... to to missing the
Regis "Boys and Girls" overthe summer...
to the boys living in the TH next year
(we'll miss you)...to Nursing care plans...
to wearing cowboy boots... to details... to
getting walked in on the shamrock... to
busy blondes from Ohio... to fake pass
outs and being whipped... to sophomores
from Larkins who date 24 year olds... to
wind up planes... to boys who get soda in
Miami and never come back... to everyone
having a skin problem in Key West... to
the chug contest... to hook ups who call
from Virginia - stay in Key West... to
being horny after kissing everyone in
Key West... to a moped... to the
Lighthouse. C^iiut
during a monsoon...
to people who didn't come to the Naut
and unwanted people showing up...to
thinking it's a clue... to roommates who
hang up on the phone while you're on it...
to randoms and 5 kegs going in 2 hours...
to ex-boyfriends who suck it... to being
scared by It... to being a liar and getting
caught... to coming over at 4 a.m. and
waking up people... to the stupid staff
they were carrying... to people who put
names on boos... to having to read some
people's handwriting... to Dogwoods....
to hearing about dates,set ups, and all that
other crap... to having to go to the RecPlex regularly... to Sodexho - buy quality
and quantity food... to being broke... to
not having a car... to Admissions wanting
you to always give tours - use the list... to
early morning phone calls... to dorks
holding signs... to insomnia... to
arsonists... to the snow., to cold weather...
to registration.... to having 8:20s four
times a week senior year... to 56 pages
due in 2 and a half weeks... to 15-20 pages
papers to be done in a group... to group
projects... to the wind., to spring going on
vacation... to misplacing your id... to
misplacing your ideas too.... to typos... to
having to do laundry... to academic
secondary sources... to hearing next year
may not be the year of the Stag... to
crowded dorms - rather residence halls...
to new calling cards - keep your pants
on... to guys who cheat-you'll get
caught...to your room wanted by tours...
to the nervous pervis at Dad's diner... to
strange giants... to no jelly beans... to
toilet papering campus... to leiderhosen...
to having to take pictures for friends... to
VCRs that can't do their job... to hearing
the same song 24-7...to floods... to "isn't
it ironic"... to disco inferno... to boring
classes... to too much work before finals..
to actually having to go to the library...to
graduating in a month...

News
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Big Brothers/ Big Sisters
forms for International
Students' support
Kristen Sullivan
Assistant News Editor
The Multicultural Relations
Branch of FUSA will be sponsoring
International Student Programming in
September for the fall semester.
Currently, there are 80 international
students who attend Fairfield University
are new to the country. To acquaint these
students with the University and with
life in the Unites States, students Rich
Leithton and Marie Baldino, cabinet
members for Multicultural Relations, will
organize an orientation program to help
students adjust to their new surroundings.
Previously the University
hosted a one day orientation for
international students, but this year a two
day orientation is planned. The
orientation for international students will
begin Friday, August 30 and will continue
through Saturday, August 31. Rich
Leithton and Marie Baldino will use the
Uiiversity vans to pick up students at
Kennedy airport in New York and bring
the students to the University, since often
the students have to arrange for their
own transportation from the airport to
the University.
Leithton and Baldino will
prepare the students for the upcoming
semester by helping them plan their
schedules, register for classes, and
acquaint themselves with dorm life. Often
times, international students arrive
without sheets, towels and other supplies,
so through the international student
programming, these students will be
driven to the mall. The students will also
be taken to the Health Center to establish

a medical profile.
Rich Leithton and Marie
Baldino decided to help establish the
International Student Programming since
both traveled abroad and found their
respective experiences to be similar to
the international students who arrive to
study at Fairfield. Baldino studied in
Argentina, while Leithton studied in
Spain. Leithton said that it can be
overwhelming to be in a foreign country
and feel that you have to fend for yourself.
Through
International
Student
Programming, the international students
can make a smooth transition into their
new environment.
In addition to the orientation
and International Student Programming,
Multicultural Relations plans to establish
a Big Brother/Big Sister program on
campus beginning in the fall semester.
Students can volunteer to be a Big Brother
or a Big Sister to an international student
to help that student get to meet other
students and get involved in campus
activities. Field trips and floor plans will
be arranged to integrate the international
students in the University community.
Baldino stated that Multicultural
Relations hopes to work with Fr. Laurence
O'Neill, Barbara Waters, and others to
integrate many facets of the University
who can work together for the benefit of
the international students.
Any students interested in
volunteering for either the International
Student Programming or the Big Brother/
Big Sister program can contact Rich
Leithton at x-6515 or Marie Baldino at x6721.

"FU Connects With the World"
* Want to learn about another country?
* Want to meet new people?
* Want to help out an incoming international student?
... Then volunteer your time and be a Big Brother/Big
Sister to an international student in the Fall.
Sign up NOW at the Multicultural Relations desk in the FUSA
office (B-42).
With just a little time, you can make an international student feel
welcomed and gain a new friendship in the process!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW
LSJIXclasses begin 4/27
Vlwl^%ll classes begin 5/4
Get info on the area's best test prep.
800/2-REVIEW, ext. 27
TPR is not affiliated with Princeton U. or ETS.

We Score More!
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Fr. Scully Scholarship
open to all students
JoAnn Gometz
News Editor
In memory of the Rev. Bernard
Scully, S.J., the parishioners of St. Agnes
Church in Greenwich presented a $40,000
scholarship to Fairfield University
recently.
Scully, who passed away 11
years ago, became a Jesuit 50 years ago
this year. He served as a pastoral assistant
at St. Agnes for ten years, and as a
mathematics professor at Fairfield for 25.
The scholarship has developed from a
fund at St. Agnes, which has provided six
college scholarships annually.
Scully is remembered by
parishioners as a caring individual who
offered help to the less fortunate. He had
discarded items refurbished so that he
could give them as gifts, in addition to
tutoring area children in mathematics, for
free. People remember that he was
delighted when one of those students
washed his car after Scully refused
payment.
Scully' s portrayal of Santa Claus
at annual Christmas parties is also a fond
memory.

Dr. Paul Hopper, president of
St. Agnes' Fr. Scully Memorial
Scholarship Committee, stated that the
fund is being turned over to Fairfield to
help a deserving, needy student in a way
that Scully would have liked. The fund
has been built up by contributions from
friends of this beloved priest.
Fredric Wheeler, associate vice
president for development, thanked the
committee, pointing out that about 70%
of Fairfield students receive some kind
of financial assistance. He also mentioned
that notices would be sent to St. Agnes
Parish yearly, so that students there, who
wish to attend Fairfield, could apply for
the scholarship.
Scully, a native of Medford,
MA, earned his bachelor's degree at
Boston College in 1938, and went on to
perform graduate work at B.C., Weston
College, and Fordham University. He
served in the Army Medical Corps during
World War II, in the European Theater,
earned the rank of first lieutenant, and
was awarded the Bronze Star.
In addition to teaching at
Fairfield, Scully taught at Stoneham High
School, (MA), in the Boston Public
Schools, at Fairfield Prep, and Cranwell
Prep.

Hindsight Program
Continued from page 1
which was funding it.
"The mentors are very
enthusiastic, and extremely anxious to
get involved with the students. Career
Planning hopes to use the orientation
sessions as a time to acquaint students
with some of the details of the interview
process,also," Pienkowski said.
Both
Vierheilig
and
Pienkowski stressed that the program
is not directed exclusively toward
business majors, which seems to be a

common misconception. They also
pointed out that is the responsibility of
the student to contact his or her mentor.
This contact can be made through e-mail,
a phone call, or in person.
Applications for Hindsight are
available at the Information Desk in the
Campus Center. The Hindsight office is
located in the Career Planning Center at
Dolan Hall. Information about the
program is available from Pienkowski at
ext. 6259, from Vierheilig at ext. 6360,
or from Rhode at FUSA ext. 3878.

Student Achievement
Continued from page 1
others, as well as the community at
large, became evident through his four
year commitment to the Urban Plunge
Program.
Borla has been involved with
mission volunteers where he traveled to
Belize. He is also a member of Alpha
Sigma Nu. Borla has worked with
Habitat for Humanity, FUSA, and has
recently started a faith discussion group
where students share their feelings on
social justice and how it affects their
lives.
For his dedication and
commitment to environmental issues,
Mahoney is another senior who has been
chosen to receive the award. As president
of the Student Environmental
Association (SEA) for the last three
years, Mahoney has helped in raising
the awareness of this very important,
but often overlooked issue.
His work with the environment,
however, goes far beyond theUni versity
gates. He has met with Senator Nancy
Johnson of Connecticut to discuss such
issues as the Clean Water Act and the
Long Island Sound, and more recently,
was appointed to the Environmental
Affairs Advisory Committee by Senator
Joseph Lieberman.
Potter was chosen as the third
recipient of a Student Achievement
Award for his involvement in many

community service and awarenesss
programs. He has devoted each of his spring
breaks at Fairfield University to
volunteering his leadership skills in
Bridgeport through the Urban Plunge
Program.
Due to his own inquisitive manner
Potter became involved with the Substance
Abuse Task Force.
In addition to his commitment to
these two worthy causes, Potter has made
his dedication to academics just as much a
priority. He is also a member of Alpha
Sigma Nu, Phi Beta Kappa, and has also
received awards for his double major in
Religious Studies and Philosophy.
Riccio's persistent endeavors
with the Jazz Ensemble as well as many
other facets of music have earned him the
fourth Student Achievement Award. As a
pianist and band leader for the Jazz
Ensemble, Riccio has been a driving force
in making the Ensemble the success that it
is today.
Along with his instrumental skills,
Riccio has been a member of the Glee Cl ub
and works as station manager for the student
radio station, WVOF-FM. He has also
taken his talents to the Fairfield community
with his jazz quartet.
The students were nominated for
these awards by faculty, staff,
administration, and their fellow peers.
These nominations were then bought to a
review committee who have made the final
decision.
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Hunger Clean Up strives to
help the hungry, homeless

The Fairfield Mirror

Holocaust Survivor to
speak on Tuesday
(PR) A survivor of a Nazi
concentration camp who became the
U.S. National Teacher of the Year
in 1981 will speak at Fairfield
University on Tuesday, April 23 at
7:30 p.m.
Jay
Sommer,
who
described his experiences in his
autobiography Journey to the
Golden Door, will speak at the Quick
Center for the Arts, sponsored by
the Carl and Dorothy Bennett Center
for Judaic Studies, in a free talk
open to the public.
Sommer was born in
Czechoslovakia and was sent to a
Nazi forced labor camp in Hungary
but escaped just before he was to be
sent to an Auschwitz death camp.

Christine Hamel
Managing Editor

This photo was taken during
Soup and Bread Night which was held
on April 11 in the Campus Ministry
offices. The guest speaker for the event
was Shawn Ahearn.
The Great Hunger Clean Up is
Saturday, April 20. Approximately 300
Fairfield students will be at 43 various
locations throughout Fairfield county.
Sites that the volunteers will be
going are Cambridge Manor, Fairfield
Senior Center, Junior League, Operation Hope, Sullivan-McKinney Elder

House, Wakeman Boys, and Girls Club.
Last year, Fairifeld ranked first
in the nation in the number of volunteers
and money raised among 160 participating colleges in assisting the Student Campaign Against Hunger and Homelessness.
The students in the photo make
up the Hunger Clean Up Executive Board.
Co-chairs for the event are Maria
Santomauro and Michael Reardon.
Standing in the back row left to
right, Tracy Hollywood, Monica
Parchesky, Laura Taylor, Mike Reardon,
Chris Cipriano, guest speaker Shawn
Ahearn, Maria Santomauro, and Meg
Lovett. In the front row standing left to
right is Maureen Mooney, Alyssa Serino,
Kiersten Barrett, and Kerri Mix.

After involuntary service in the Soviet
Army, he came to the United States at
the age of 21 with only a fourth grade
education and no knowledge of English.
Today, he is a professor of foreign
languages at Long Island University,
an author and a linguist who also taught
at New Rochelle High School for 25
years.
His autobiography has been
called a memorial to hundreds of
relatives and friends who perished in
the Holocaust as well as a remembrance
of the good people who risked
everything to save his life and many
others. His book is also an affirmation
of life that demonstrates how he fulfilled
the American dream.
For further information,
contact the Center for Judaic Studies at
ext. 2065.

Seniors:
Don't miss your chance
to be immortalized in the
Mirror. Send all superlatives
and photos to the Mirror at
Box AA by April 26th!
The senior issue only comes
around once in a lifetime!
Yale School of Medicine

Cheers and Boos are due
to the Mirror office or Box
AA by Sunday night. The
Mirror office is near the
vjonzaga Ueh. JN ext week is
the last regular issue of the
Mirror.
Give it one last chance!
Don't be disappointed! Seniors, it's your last shot.

JOIN THE BEST
MINDS IN MEDICINE.
Employment opportunities at Yale University, a leader
in biomedical and other scientific research, offer a wide range
of laboratory research opportunities. Here, recent graduates
can increase their knowledge, develop their talents, and
enrich their experience in a stimulating, state-of-the-art
research environment. We have immediate openings for:

Research Assistants
Research Associates
A bachelor's in biology or physical science
is required; laboratory experience is a plus.
In addition to many on-campus cultural
and athletic facilities such as our fully equipped
gym, 31 tennis courts and a regulation golf course,
Yale University provides competitive salaries
and outstanding benefits, including:
22 vacation days, 4 personal days, 13 holiday/
recess days, and 12 sick days, all paid. Tuition
reimbursement at graduate programs in the area
and audit opportunities at Yale also exist.
For immediate consideration,
send your resume in confidence to:
C. Mason, Dept. of Human Resources,
Yale School of Medicine,
P.O. Box 9168MP, New Haven, CT
06532-0168; Fax (203) 785-3165.
Employment office located at
153 College Street in New Haven.

Yale University
Yale University is an affirmative action,
equal opportunity employer.
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The Coalition for Social Justice acts to end
sanctions against Iraq
Nicole Rivard
Campus Life Editor Emeritus
"What are we going to tell our
children years from now if the people of Iraq
act belligerent towards the U.S. in the
future?" senior Kurt Hackbarth .asked as he
talked to another student at the Coalition for
Social Justice information booth last week.
"What kind of world do we expect our
children to grow up in?"
Hackbarth and other members of
the Coalition, including students and faculty,
can respond that they had acted to end
sanctions against Iraq, sanctions responsible
for maybe causing negative feelings because
they have contributed to the deaths of one
million Iraquis, over half of these under the
age of five, without affecting Saddam
Hussein. The Coalition maintains that the
sanctions are only enforcing Saddam
Hussein's hold on power, who is really the
cause of all the cruelty in the first place.
Looking at other statistics compiled
in the leaflets provided at the info booth, if
Iraquis resented the U.S. it probably wouldn 't
be difficult to explain why, yet it might be
difficult to explain why the sanctions
continued.
"The biggest problem is that people
just don't know about this issue," saK|
Hackbarth. Sanctions are just placed in some
bureaucratic book; they have to be obeyed
but know one knows why."
During Holy Week, members of
the Coalition tried to mail medical supplies
forbidden by the sanctions to the International
Red Crescent in Baghdad. This illegal act
was not met with a big display of opposition
at first. In fact employees weren 't sure about
the legality of the attempt or even if the

sanctions were imposed by Iraq itself. When
they confirmed that it was illegal, they
replied, "If it was up to us we would send
them."
The Coalition knew that their
supplies would not make it to Iraq, but the
symbolic gesture illustrates more than just
getting that small amount of medical supplies
over there. "By the time we could get our
package through the State Department and
the UN Security Council more people would
be dying. Our main goal is to get the sanctions
lifted altogether. Any medical supplies that
reached Iraq would only contribute the
smallest of band-uds to a massive lesion,"
Hackbarth said
After leaving the post office, the

group went to Christopher Shays' office,
US Representive for Fairfield County, to set
up an appointment. As a result, on April
19th, the coalition will present their opinion
regarding the sanctions to Mr. Shays to
show him that voters in his district are
concerned about this issue. (If you would
like to attend call the Coalition for Social
Justice at ext. 7156).
Also during the week members held
a vigil at the Egan Chapel, leafletted outside
Federal buildings in Bridgeport, anu jn Good
Friday leafletted outside of two churches
and a mosque, although women members
were not allowed at the mosque. One bishop
would not allow the group to demonstrate
because he thought it would imply that his

church wasn't concerned about the issue.
All week long postcards were
provided at the info booth. The postcards
were mailed to President Clinton and the
UN Security Council. "It was a way that
anyone could register their voice actively
rather than passively reading a brochure,"
Hackbarth s»'ld ■
As a more internal personal gesture
to supplement their actions, members of the
Coalition fasted from sunrise to sunset.
Everyone joined together in the evenings for
a meeting and dinner. It was actually at the
Coalitions group meetings that the idea to do
something about the sanctions originated.
At the meetings, members carry on a faith
discussion group touching upon issues of
justice. They try to figure out what they can
do in terms of these issues. Father Harak
came to talk at one meeting and inspired
them to act regarding the sanctions.
Sanctions were originally designed
to cripple Iraq and make it withdraw its
troops from Kuwait. Now the sanctions that
are in place are designed to pressure Iraq to
fully dismantle its weapons of mass
destruction. The Coalition for Social Justice
feels that even if Iraq were in violation of the
UN resolutions, it does not justify that the
people of Iraq are starving and being killed.
The Coalition supports alternative measures,
like a tax on Iraqi imports and exports, that
would allow Iraq to export oil and import
necessary foods and equipment to rebuild
their economy and country. The taxes
collected could fund tthe UN mandate to
dismantle Iraq's weapons facility. They will
continue to try to increase awareness about
issues of justice, especially these particular
sanctions.

KADIMA: Moving forward
The Jewish Student Organization establishes itself on campus with an open invitation to join
Jen Panaro
Editor-in-Chief
Segregation and discrimination are
issues in society that have been ongoing for
many years. Whether it involves blacks,
Jews, females, or homosexuals, it involves
hurt and anger within groups and individuals.
On Fairfield University's campus,
there are numerous groups and organizations
that have been established by students as a
result of and to counteract any hostile acts.
They have been formed to make other
students aware of minority life and to serve
as a support group.
Starting as early as 1969, Fairfield
had one of its first encounters with
counteracting racial attacks. There was a sitin involving a major portion of the students
and classrooms were shut down for several
days. In recent times, the racial threats have
not ceased to be. Just last year in the bathroom
and elevator of Regis Hall a threatening
racial message was found and written in
paint. It threatened numerous minority
groups and even went so far as threatening
to kill all minority women. This year, once
again, someone has decided to vent their
feelings in a malicious manner. Because of
this incident, a Jewish Students Organization
was developed.
KADIMA became the first Jewish
Student Organization at Fairfield in the fall
of 1995. Kadima is a Hebrew word meaning
forward, onward, and let's go. The group

was formed under the leadership of Dr.
Ellen Umansky, head of the Judaism
department and Religious studies professor
here at Fairfield.
In September of 1995, Umansky,
as advisor of the Jewish committee board
sponsored a campus wide celebration of the
Jewish New Year; Rosh Hashanah. It offered
a traditional style food along with rituals
custom to the New Year celebration.
Umansky set up a sign up sheet for anyone
intersted in forming a Jewish Student
Organization. To her surprise, a number of
Jewish students as well as non-Jewish
students signed up. "A mixture of students
was a good thing to see," said Umansky. A
total of fifteen students signed up, half of
which were non-Jewish.
"Even though I am not Jewish, I
have taken a number of Judaism courses and
they have really interested me. I think that it
is important to learn about and be familiarized
with different religions and customs," said
Nicole Barrett, a student of Dr. Umansky.
Gene Muzzio and Larrj Mazon
from the Cultural Relations department at
Fairfield welcomed the group with
enthusiasm according to Umansky.
KADIMA was established because Jewish
students at Fairfield felt as if they needed a
support group on campus, a network of
students that they could turn to in times of
need. KADIMA wants to make visable Jews
and Jewish life on the Fairfield campus and
to promote awareness of the Jewish culture,

and at the same time develop the leadership
skills among KADIMA members. Dr.
Umansky has been involved with KADIMA
since the very beginning and she was excited
when students she had never even met before
were interested in starting the
oragnization."It is a very heterogi nou^
group," said Dr. Umansky. Other faculty
members include Dr. James Farnham, Dr.
Philip Eliasoph and Dr. Jordan Haas. The
organization receives support not only from
Cultural Relations but Campus Ministry as
well. "KADIMA is a wonderful Jewish
Student Organization with enthusiasm and
active support by the school and Campus
Ministry," said Dr. Umansky's assistant
Marybeth.
Earlier this year, Brandy
Schweitzer, a junior a Fairfield received a
threatening letter under her dorm door. This
was not the first time this type of incident
has occurred directed primarily at her. She
contacted Dr. Umansky and the Fairfield
Security Department. "My complaints had
been brushed under the rug for the first two
years and with the help of faculty, it became
more of an issue," said Brandy. The letter
read, "Lose your voice or lose your life."
In response to the threat, The
KADIMA organization sent a letter to all
students and hung flyers around campus
vocalizing what occurred to let all students
know about the disturbing words.
Although these incidents have
occurred numerous times throughout

Brandy's two years, it wasn't until professors
like Dr.Umansky pushed and questioned
security before something was done. Security
went to the Fairfield town police and now
the investigation is in the hands of the FBI.
No further information can be attained until
the case is completed.
"I have been put in a difficult
situation, one that I wish I wasn't in," said
Brandy. Since the last threat Brandy has
received no others. In light of the situation,
KADIMA succeeded in being a support
group where Brandy could go and know that
she was among friends. "Before KADIMA
I had no support. I couldn't get answers
because no one would talk," said Schweitzer
in reference to Fairfield security. "She went
through her whole story and shared her
feelings with the group which I really felt
helped her," said Umansky.
At a large University like Fairfield
where diversity is becoming more common
and student organizations are being formed,
people who don't want change and
counteractions against such groups are
unfortunately a result. Discrimination and
harassment will increase as diversity'rises.
"It's(referring to discrimination and
harassment) what happens at any
University," said Umansky.
At Fairfield the Jesuit tradition is
dedicated to learning and social justice and
this tradition is enriched by diversity.

(continued on page 7)
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"Will work for food": Homeless for two years, Fred
talks about life, relationships, and living on the street
Lauren Pandolfelli
Campus Life Editor
Last summer, a driver pulled over
on the Interstate 95 exit ramp where Fred
stands with his large sign that reads in bright
red letters, "will work for food" and handed
him a 20 dollar bill. The first thing Fred did
was to walk over to Howard Johnson's on
Post Road and order the Ranch breakfast—
two pancakes, two eggs, two sausage and
coffee for about $5.65.
"I got to be careful of what I eat,"
says Fred, who has lost most of his teeth and
finds it difficult to eat hamburgers and
sandwiches. Fred doesn't usually have the
opportunity to select his food, so today he
scans meticulously the Howard Johnson's
menu and decides on the Ranch breakfast
once again, knowing that this time he doesn't
have to foot the bill. Sometimes, if it's real
bad, he goes for a couple of days without
eating.
A few minutes after the meals
arrive, Fred's pancakes are finished, and he
scoops up the remaining syrup into his
mouth.
"When people have plenty they
don't tend to conserve that well. It's human
nature. I know. I've seen both sides of the
fence," he says as he puts his fork down and
picks up his light and sweet coffee.
Fred has been homeless for two
years. Every morning he walks around to
stores in Bridgeport and Fairfield, seeking
any kind of work. Then he heads over to the
1-95 exit ramp on North Benson Road and
stands with his homemade sign, in search of
more work. On a bad day, he makes about
six dollars, and on a good day, thirty or forty
dollars. "I don't get greedy," Fred explains.
If he stood outside for eight hours a day, he
says he could make about a hundred dollars.
He tries to earn about thirty dollars so that he
has enough to stay over night at the YMCA.
If he can't earn the twenty-nine dollars it
costs, Fred sleeps in an abandoned building
in Bridgeport.
Referring to the YMCA, Fred says,
"they charge you a dollar for the t.v., but
when you get to the room, the t.v.'s been
stolen. You should see the dump,
cockroaches everywhere." However, there
is a guy named Rook there who works at
night, and he will only charge Fred twenty
dollars as long as he is out of there before
the director arrives in the morning.
Then Fred wanders around
Bridgeport and Fairfield in search of work
again. He will rake leaves, shovel driveways,
split wood or clean out cellars. Sometimes,
a painting contractor named Kevin will hire
him for the day to paint houses on the beach.
Still, Fred finds that most people like to hand
out money instead of finding him work.
"I look bad, sure, but I don't look
like a killer," he says, suggesting that people

Painting depicting a homeless
are afraid to spend time with him, and thus,
let him work for them. Even our waitress
ignores his request for a second cup of
coffee.
Fred says that even if he is only
offered a dollar, he always asks if there is
work for him to do, to earn that dollar. "I
would rather work than humiliate myself up
here. You know how that feels? That's
terrible. That's really terrible," he repeats,
in a faint whisper.
Fred, who is forty-two, was born in
Brooklyn, New York and moved to Monroe,
Connecticut, at the age often, with his mom,
his step-dad and his three younger siblings.
He spent his high school days playing
center field for the Shelton High baseball
team. In 1973, he graduated and spent the
next five years working to save money for
college, which he attended in 1977 in Pueblo,
Colorado at the University of Southern
Colorado. Fred's aspirations were to become
a veterinarian, but for reasons he would not
reveal, he says he had to switch his major
to music, favoring the piano and the guitar.
Fred hasn't played the guitar in ten
years, but every once in a while, he will
walk down to the Morton House, a shelter in
Bridgeport, and play the piano.
"People actually get up and dance.
It makes me feel good," he says with a smile
that reveals his toothless mouth. A while
back he got frost bite on his hands from
being out in the cold for so long. He says it
has affected his ability to play the piano.
Looking at his large, swollen hands that
seem out of proportion compared to his
sunken hollow frame, it's difficult to imagine
that Fred plays the piano. Fred's hands
convey a life devoted to manual labor.
Fred never finished college because
after his sophomore year, he came home to
Connecticut to help his mom move out to
Nevada. He had only planned to spend a few
months in Connecticut, but he says, "one
thing led to another. Next thing I know, I've
got a kid on my hands and a business." Fred
got married at twenty-three and had his first
child a year later. Four years later, he got
divorced. His son, also named Fred, lives in
Florida and he hasn't seen him since he was
four. Fred has two other children, a son

in Fairfield display compassion for him,
especially the University students. He does
run into some locals who will yell "get a job,
asshole." He adds, "obviously they don't
know how to read, 'cause the sign says it
all. What do they think I'm trying to do?"
Fred constantly looks for employment, but
he describes the situation ascatch22. If you
are homeless, you cannot receive any city
aid, but how is he supposed to find shelter if
he doesn't have any money?
"Believe me, I know damn well no
McDonalds or Burger King is going to hire
me 'cause I wouldn't even hire me the way
I look," Fred reasons as he pulls on his black
and grey goatee with his greasy fingers.
man
Fred knows that he could sell drugs and
named Jaimie who who lives in Waterbury make more money than he does standing by
and a daughter named Ansonia. They each the side of the road. But, as he explains, "I
have a different mother. As he explains, "I have self-worth." He has no sympathy for
drug dealers who fill their crack pipes with
was a bad boy."
Fred considered going to see his welfare checks. In fact, he is glad to see the
daughter for Christmas because he knows new welfare reforms go through because he
that she wants to see him. During Christmas, believes they will force people to look for
though, he was an "emotional wound." work.
Fred would like to find work in
Frustrated by the commercialism of the
holiday, he says, "I couldn't even buy masonry or painting again. He owned his
myself a present if I wanted to. I didn't have own painting business only a few years ago.
"It happened so quick, and it was taken
the guts to go see my daughter."
Fred does have the determination away so quick too," he reflects. Fred won't
to return to college. He wants to get his divulge the details as to why his business
degree almost as badly as he wants to get off fell apart, but he says that it had to do with
the streets. In reference to his studies in people's lack of faith in him and his own
Colorado, he comments, "those were some good heart.
"People seem to mistake kindness
of the best years of my life."
Those were also the years Fred for weakness. My heart's been stepped on
began to develop a drinking problem. Fred too many times," he says almost to himself.
traces his problem back to partying too You have to know how to compromise. It
much at too many frat parties. "I hit the isn't all me, me, me all the time," he
bottle real bad," he says, about how he used continues.
Thus, at age forty-two, Fred's
to drink a quart of booze a day. He spent
some time in rehab, although he won't say cynicism drives him to stay alone. He admits
1
when. He does admit that it was the right that he gets lonely because he likes " a good
communication" so once in a while, he will
thing to do.
"You go to rehab. They try to visit with senior citizens. "I sit back, and I
psychoanalyze you. Find out that you got an listen, andllearn a lot from senior citizens,"
addictive personality, you know you can't Fred says. He can't understand why the
drink anymore, and I'm saying 'yeah, yeah, American culture suffers from ageism,
yeah sure' and they were right. I've gotta although he suspects that young people
want things done quickly and don't have
admit, they were right," he reflects.
These days Fred drinks very rarely. patience for the elderly.
Fred admits that he has a few close
He says last week was the first time he
drank any alcohol in six years. I was out friends, "good Christian people," but they
there freezing in that snowstorm. I needed all live in Colorado. Fred believes in God,
but he says of himself, "Fred gets to damn
to stay warm," he explains.
A few minutes later though, he analytical when it comes to religion." He'd
tells a story about how he went to a liquor rather contemplate the mysteries of smoking
store, looking for the cheapest wine, "the and wonder if "it is really a true act of
kind the bums drink." He chose a bottle of friendship to offer someone a cigarette,"
Thunder Bird, but was short about a dollar. since they are so bad for you. He collects
A man in the store bought the wine for him Marlboro Miles and gives them to a guy
and also gave him a pair of gloves and a ten named Tommy from out of town in exchange
dollar bill. From the liquor store Fred walked for food.
After breakfast, Fred accepts a
to Subway in Bridgeport, drinking wine on
the way. He bought a pack of cigarettes and drive into Bridgeport to look for more work.
the six inch meatball sub for ninety-six White Rabbit is playing on the radio, and
cents. "I know where all the sales are. You Grace Slick' s haunting voice echoes through
gotta, you know, in my situation," he says. the car.
Fred sings for a moment, and then
Fred comments that most people
says, "If I had my enemies, I wouldn't even
wish this life on the worst of them, I really
wouldn't." Then, almost as an afterthought,
"You know, Grace Slick was a bad girl,
too."

Reduce , Reuse, Recycle & Refuse

Happy Earth Day!
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KADIMA
"Learning from others leads to enrichment
and the University has the responsibility to
establish a welcoming environment," said
Umansky.
KADIMA's membership is open
to all Fairfield University full-time
undergraduate students. The constitution
states that they will not discriminate on the
basis of race, color, creed, sex, national
origin, or sexual orientation. The voting
members are made up of students who are
ongoing and active KADIMA members.
Membership to KADIMA is free, but
members are expected to attend 75% of all
meetings during a given semester and to
actively particpate in all activities sponsored
by KADIMA. With a president, vice
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president, and a secretary-treasurer, the
membership is small but the support is
fulfilling. With meetings occurring on a
weekly basis, the members have also
established emergency meetings to deal with
cases like Schweitzer's. At these meetings
issues like threats are discussed along with
other business put forward by members of
the club.
Overall, Fairfield has become more
diverse than it has ever been in the past fifty
three years. In the schedule of courses for
fall of 1996 numerous courses in Judaic
Studies are offered. The Religious Studies
Department offers the Introto Judaism course
as well as Modern Jewish Theology. In
conjunction with this, the English

Department as well as the Sociology
Department have courses that cover Jewish
Literature, values, and customs; primarily
the Holocaust English course and the Race
and Ethnic Relations Sociology course.
On Tuesday, April 23 at 7:30 p.m.,
the Quick Center will host Jit y Sommer, a
Holocaust survivor who is also an author,
educator, and linguist. With the help of
Umansky and the Center for Judaic Studies
this
lecture and discussion is able to
take place. Sommer
was born in
Czechoslovakia and escaped from a Nazi
labor camp just prior of being sent to
Auschwitz. "This should be an interesting
and educational lecture," said Umansky, "
as well as an enjoyable one."

Threats like the ones directed at
Schweitzer are cruel and distasteful and
they lower the credibility of the University
as a whole. Earlier this year, I was bringing
a family around campus because their son
was interested in Fairfield. When they saw
the sign up with the hateful message to
Schweitzer their first concern was whether
or not this was a common occurrence. I
could only reply that I hoped it wasn't with
a doubtful tone in my voice.
On a more optimistic side, the
Student Organizations are working together
to achieve peaceful relations and you can
get involved. Get involved for yourself, for
the University, and for those who are getting
hurt by discrimination.

This Weekend

Theatre
Theatre Fairfield presents
Premieres '96 at the PepsiCo
Theatre. Free preview on
Thursday night at 8:00 p.m.
Friday night's show begins at
8:00 p.m. Saturday and Sunday the show will start at 2:00
p.m.

Music
The Fairfield University Jazz
Ensemble will perform their
concert at the Quick Center
Thursday night at 8:00 p.m.

MJCXTdT S not his usual self.
You suspect the ddi^U.*
So you call Dr. Nushlatt, your family vet back home.

The call is cheap.

Celebrate Earth Day with the
May Day carnival on Saturday from 2-7 p.m. outside the
Campus Center. Visit environmental booths, listen to campus bands, picnic and play
games.

CTOO bad about the COUSUltatiOU fee.)

Sign up for ATXT True Reach Savings™ and save 25%

no matter who, how, when or where
you call in thelJ.S.

Garlic Festival
Garlicfest opens its doors the
weekend of May 3, 4 and 5 at
Notre Dame High School, 22C
Jefferson Street, in Fairfield
Festival hours are Friday from
noon until 6:00 p.m., Saturday
from noon until 11:00 p.m.,
and Sunday from noon until
6:00 p.m. More than 45 area
restaurants will prepare garlic
delights.

Life can be complicated. AT&T True Reach Savings"" is simple. Save 25% on every kind of call on
your AT&T phone bill-direct dial, calling card, directory assistance, local toll, cellular, fax and modem when you spend just $25 a month! No other plan gives you all these different ways to save**
Just call 1800 TRUE-ATT to sign up Save on every call. That's Your True Choice™

AT&T
Your True Choice
•Refer- in king ihsi.miv cults hilled lo AIXTIiome or AT&T Calling Card accounts, IXscounis off \1XTIwsic rates, Certain exclusions apply
Nul-jiM to hitting ;iv;iiLil>ilitv oiler atuibthK* in residential AIJtT customers: Minimum spending a-quirviiieni b. per n-skk-nii.il line "Compared ic» major long distance carriers.

Miscellaneous

€ 1996 AT&T
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Editorial/Commentary

This week, April 15-19, has been declared AIDS
Awareness week by the Public Health Service.
AIDS has become so widespread and has affected
millions throughout the country, rising to become
the leading cause of death in people ages 25-40.

Letters to the Editor
The Essence of Choice

About half of those who have contracted the HIV
virus have died, unable to ward off certain
diseases and infections harmless to healthy
people. Whether you are young or old, male or
female, or "gay" or "straight", you can become
infected with this virus. No one person is out of
risk, in fact most people don't show any signs of
infection, yet the virus can still be passed on to
others.
Fairfield has recognized AIDS Awareness WeekAs you walk around campus messages of hope
are written in chalk on the sidewalks. In the
Main Campus Center lobby, a table is set up
where pamphlets, pins and ribbons are offered
for students to learn from and show their support
with. What young people should know about
AIDS and how to protect yourself and others, is
something that everyone should concerned with.
There was one message in particular that reads,
"Don't fight the people with AIDS, fight AIDS
itself." Let us all keep in mind that no one is
completely out of harms way. Be safe and know
the facts. Life isn't worth taking chances on.

T
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To the Editor:
In the last week's Mirror
there was a commentary by Erin
Ritchie entitled "Abortion is not a
painless quick fix." This was in
response to the prior week's
commentary from an anonymous
woman writer. In looking at both
articles, these women are
presenting each side of the abortion
issue. It is obvious that both are
passionate about their views.
However, I see only one side has
actually been experienced in
pregnancy and the choice of
abortion. How can one side who
has not personally experienced
choosing whether or not to have an
abortion tell the other that they
"should not have the right to decide
for the life which grows inside..."?
The Roe vs. Wade
decision was based on the right to
privacy. What adults choose to do
in certain arenas is protected from
government's involvement. It is a
private matter when one becomes
pregnant. What a woman should or
should not do is not up for public
debate.
An interesting twist in this
commentary was that this pro-life
writer asks why the mothers of the
"abused, unwanted children" did
not abort these children. Is this not
what pro-life wants? I was under
the assumption that pro-life wants
all life to be respected. All babies
should be born regardless of a
parent's ability to care forthatbaby.

The child should be carried to term
and if the parent cannot provide for
the baby it should be give up for
adoption. Ritchie stated that
abortions are psychologically
traumatic. I ask, how can a mother
carry a baby for nine months and
not become attached. Can a mother
give the baby away without
psychological trauma? Abortion,
or giving the baby away, or poverty.
Which do you choose? More
importantly, what if you could not
choose? What if women were
forced to carry children and then
give them away because they
cannot care for them? Where is the
solution?
The respect for human life
that pro-life speaks about could be
applied to the women who are
already living outside the womb.
The respect and right to privacy is
what Roe vs. Wade is all about.
I am a strong believer in
choice. I don't wish that abortion
be used as birth control . I don't
want abortion to be a "quick fix." I
do want women to have the right to
choose. The right to privacy. The
right to respect their life.
Planned Parenthood
offers the same counseling as the
"pregnancy
centers"
and
"birthright" that Ritchie mentions
in her article. The only difference
is that Planned Parenthood offers
all the options; carrying to term,
adoption, and abortion. The
literature that is offered allows the
woman a realistic look at all the

options. Planned Parenthood does
not attempt to sway the woman in
one direction or the other. The
choice is up to the woman and it is
discussed several times before an
abortion procedure is actually
performed.
Birthright and other prolife run counseling centers want to
sway the woman into carrying the
baby to term, because this is what
they believe in. One young woman
I know was terrorized by a
counseling center to keep her baby
at all costs. They were not
concerned with her wants and
needs, they did not respect her life,
only the life of the unborn fetus.
Ritchie assumes that
women who seek abortion are not
presented with all the choices. She
also states that "they were offered
a quick solution which was neither
safe nor emotionally easy." In any
surgical procedure there are risks,
abortion is not any mope unsafe
then any surgical procedure. The
anonymous woman did not say her
choice to have an abortion was
"emotionally easy," she did say "It
is a terrible thing to have to.make
that choice." I believe that the point
is that she had a choice.
America
is
about
freedom. Freedom to speak.
Freedom to privacy. Freedom to
choose. That is pro-choice.
Sincerely,
Kathleen Gleason

Earth Day Celebration
To the Editor:
On April 20th, 1996,
SEA, IRHG, UNITE, SBRA, and
FUSA will be sponsoring a
celebration of Earth Day. To add to
the festivities of the day an old
Fairfield tradition, know as the May
Day Carnival is being revived. This
newly created hybrid of activities
will turn the center of campus into
a whirlwind of music, laughter,
and carnival attractions. To
increase awareness information
about the environmental will be
available. The day's music will be
provided by local bands. Sodexho
will be providing a barbecue open
to any Fairfield student with an ID
card. Throughout the day, there
will be a variety of game booths
and six carnival attractions such as

sumo wrestling and velcro wall
jumping. A truck from BFI will be
on site to do recycling
demonstrations and pass out free
frisbees. The Earth Day celebration
will take place from 2:00 until 7:00
p.m.
Also on Tuesday April
22, at the Quick Center for the Arts
will be a series of lectures entitled
"Earth Day 1996: Retrospects and
Prospects."
The speakers
beginning at 7:30 will include,
along with two others, Robert
Francis Kennedy, Jr., Esq. The
speakers will continue until 10:00
p.m. The admission cost is a $2.00
donation to the Salvatore
Bongiorno Scholarship Fund. This
promises to be an informative and
interesting evening focused on our
planet. Please grab a friend and

your love of the Planet Earth and
join Fairfield University in
celebrating Earth Day with the May
Day Carnival and Lecture Series.

Thank You,

Mark Mahoney and
Sara Vose
SEA
Steve Xeller
SBRA
Laura Setteducate
UNITE
Kelly Ann McManus
IRHG
James Kistner IRHG
Natalie VanEron FUSA
Joanna Lohan FUSA
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80s article was plagiarized
To the Editor
In the April 4, 1996, issue of the
Mirror, a staff writer: Miss Jennifer Lee
Fanning wrote an article entitled "Generation
Y vs. Child of the Eighties." I would like to
express the sheer amazement I found reading
her article. However, the amazement I found
was NOT out of enjoyment, but out of shock.
Any enjoyment I found was a second time
coming since Miss Fanning's article was
remarkably similar to a poem already
published by Bryant Adkins called "Don't

Call Me 'Generation X' Call Me a Child of
the Eighties." I do not think Adkins would
appreciate the many, many similarities
between the two pieces. Call it coincidence,
call it what you will, but for myself, Adkins,
and anyone else who has ever read this
particular piece by Adkins, Fanning's article
was plagiarism. I would appreciate hearing
from you as would all the other readers of the
Fairfield Mirror on this matter.
Sincerely,
Amy C. Boczer

Jennifer Fanning's response
To the Editor
In the last issue of the Mirror, I
published an article entitled, "Generation Y
vs. Child of the Eighties." The idea for this
article originated from a question I posed to
some Fairfield University students and to
some people in one of the chat rooms on
America Online. I asked people on-line to
tell me what social or political events they
felt shaped the eighties generation. This led
to an open-forum discussion, in which I let
it be known that I was planning on using
their comments for a future article. After
taking notes from the most well-written
comments displayed on my screen, I began
the task of writing my version of what it was
like to grow up in the 1980's. This was
where I made my first mistake. By not
substantiating where my ideas for this article
were coming from, I unintentionally misled
the readers of the Mirror. For that, I am truly
sorry.
I also make a second mistake. I, in
my own naivete, assumed that the people
who had posted these comments online, had
also written them. I never though to ask if
they were the authors of the 12-point type
displayed across my computer screen. I
assumed. It was only five days after my
article in the Mirror was published, that I
found out the real origin of the information.

An article entitled "Don't Call Me'Generation
X' Call Me a Child of the Eighties" by Bryant
Adkins had been published in the Reflector,
back in 1995, and numerous versions, some
with the author anonymous, had since been
floating around on the Internet. I unknowingly
used the basic premise, key words, and phrases
from this article, thinking they were comments
from someone on-line. For me, this blind trust
in on-line chat had now compromised my
credibility as a writer, as well as compromising
the journalistic integrity of the Mirror.
This oversight on my part also brings
up another issue: the credibility and reliability
of on-line information. Up until this occurred,
I journeyed nightly into the chat rooms on
America Online, swapping potential story
ideas and friendly e-mails with people who
shared my similar interests. But suddenly,
after this happened to me, I began to view the
Internet in a different manner. I began to
realize the negative aspects of seeking out
information on this rapidly growing computer
network: unlike written document that are
copyrighted, the Internet allows anyone and
everyone to post information. America
Online, the service provider I utilize most
frequently, does not recognize the legal
ramifications of. America Online, the service
I use most frequently, is not monitored by a
'Big Brother' entity of any sort, and as a
consequence, the content posted on-line does

and must require public awareness
on-line. As Daniel E. Smith, president of
potential misinformation.
Cascade Communications recently said in
For me, this knowledge came a the Wall Street Journal: "We've been
little too late. What was an unintentional talking about an information superhighway,
oversight on my part, will hopefully serve but our infrastructure is really just dirt
as a future example to others. It has taught roads." Well, thanks to the technology of
me the importance of paying close attention the Internet, I now know just what it means
and to be wary of the information I encounter to feel like dirt.

"My education at Touro Law Center
provided me with just what I needed—
a supportive environment where I had
access to other students, faculty
members, even the Dean, and a superior
grounding in both the theory and practice
of law.
"As Editor-in-Chief of The Touro
Law Review, I was well prepared to go
right to work. The demands of Law
Review were commensurate with the
demands of a large law firm."
Touro's unique student-centered
culture offers a legal education in an
atmosphere of mutual respect, cooperation, and collaboration. Faculty are
committed to professional development and excellence in teaching.
Touro graduates, like Steven
Schnitzer, are well prepared when they
venture into the practice of law in
today's competitive and ever-changing
legal environment.

practice law
...absolutely."
Steven C. Schnitzer, Esq.
Crowell & Moring. Washington, DC
Touro Law Center, Class of 1988

300 Nassau Road
Huntington, Long Island, NY 11743
516-421-2244 Ext. 312 • 516-421-2675 fax
http://www.tourolaw.edu
TDD/TTY: 516-421-0476
Juris Doctor degree
LLM. for foreign laywers
Full/part-time, day/evening programs

TOURO COLLEGE
JACOB D.
FUCHSBERG

M^

LAW CENTER
Preparing students for real-world practice.
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Letters to the Editor (continued)
Genocide: a response to its use and "abuse" by the CSJ
To the Editor:

While the untimely deaths of
innocent people, especially children, arouses
our most basic instincts to defend the rights
of oppressed peoples, we protest the content
and spirit of a letter appearing in The Mirror
on March 28, 1996.
Tens of thousands of innocents are
suffering and dying in Iraq. However, the
imbalance and non-contextual illogic of a
letter signed by Fairfield University's
Coalition for Social Justice prompts this
response. The unspeakable cruelties
perpetrated by arch-dictator Saddam Hussein
are nowhere mentioned or glossed over in
this letter's emotional plea exploiting the
children of Iraq. Nor is there any mention of
Saddam Hussein's vicious repression of his
own countrymen, including a violent
suppressing of truly innocent Shiites in Basra

and the Kurds in the northern provinces.
Furthermore, there is no mention of the
continuing refusal of the Iraqis to "come
clean" in their germ warfare project, which
has strained even the most well meaning
United Nations observers. The recent news
of Mr. Hussein ordering the savage execution
of the entire family of his daughter's husband
(including their children) after they returned
from exile in Jordan also remains unnoticed.
Finally, the United Nations imposed
sanctions intended to bring Iraq back into
the community of nations is treated in this
letter as the direct cause of a "genocide"
spawned by the United States. Instead of the
premise of cause and effect, this letter makes
the death of innocent children the effect of
American policy; that they suffer as a
consequence of their own nation's outlaw
leadership is conveniently omitted.
Somehow, in this skewed argument, we
(America/the UN) are to blame for Iraq's

miseries.
As Americans and as fair minded
human beings, we take great offense to the
misuse of the term "genocide", in this letter.
When children were rounded up in small
farming villages in Transylvania or Ukraine
and place on Nazi cattlecars for a six day
train trip to Auschwitz, or when French
schoolchildren were willingly turned over
by their headmasters to Gestapo agents for
transport to Buchenwald, this is our definition
of "genocide." When Armenians,
Cambodians , or Bosnian Muslims are.
victimized by racial extermination, we stand
firmly on the side of these victims. But this
attempt by the United Nations to bring a
pirate nation back into the fold of the world
community, however painful these measures
might be, is a long way from the
willful"genocide" suggested by this grossly
distorted and misdirected letter. The problem
here should be addressed to the highest

military circles in Baghdad, not a series of
United Nations sanctions. We wonder if the
same outrage and concern for the children
of Iraq was addressed by the writers to the
Iraqi Mission at the United Nations. Why
has the Iraqi Government failed to rectify
the world community's pressing questions
about Iraq's continuing brutality and secret
germ-warfare installations? Why is the
Coalition for Social Justice so selective in
its call for justice but allows Saddam Hussein
to appear as a misunderstood, humbled,
peace loving leader? Why such a double
standard of compassion protest? We also
pray for the children and people of Iraq but
hope the cause of their suffering (their own
Government) will be exposed and rejected.
Sincerely,
Dr. Philip Eliasoph
Dr. Ellen Umansky

Seniors: Don't forget to submit your photos,
prophecies and superlatives to Box AA by
Friday. April 26!!!
The Communications Faculty
Congratulates
The Following Students for
Presenting their Original Research Papers:
***

Women's Studies Conference at Fairfield University
Celebrating 25 Years of Undergraduate Women at Fairfield University
Linda Scerrato. Chervl Wozniak. Liz Mahood and Christina Salito - "The Socialization of Adolescent Girls Through
Teen Magazines"
• Kristen Finello and Allison West - "Female Sportscasters: Differences in Audiences' Perceptions of Male vs. Female
Sportcasters"
***

The 22nd Annual "Undergraduate Honors Conference in Communication"
at DePauw University
• Linda Scerrato. Chervl Wozniak. Liz Mahood and Christina Salito - "The Socialization of Adolescent Girls Through
Teen Magazines"
• Danielle Carter. Amv DeVvlder. Jennifer Mongillo and .leaneen Terrio - "Sexually Explicit Advertising: How Far is too
Far"
• Diane Cerretani. Kevin O'Connell. Connie Shaffer and Diane Ugolik - "Technology in the Workplace: ComputerMediated Communication and the Business Ethos"
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Island life at Cornish Cay
Dixon Downey III
Staff Writer

One hundred and eighty
miles due east of Boca Raton
Florida exists an island known
as Cornish Cay (cay is
pronounced key). The sixty five
acre island has been owned by
my grandfather, Dixon Downey,
and by my grandmother, Virginia
Downey, since the 1950's.
Cornish Cay lies within the
barrier islands and coral reefs
east of Great Abaco island, the
north-eastern most main island
in the Bahamas. Although
settlements such as Marsh
Harbor and Hopetown are within
a half hour boat ride form Cornish
Cay, the island preserves a
feeling of remoteness. Apart
from an occasional sailboat, few
signs of civilization may be seen
from its shores.
The island boasts lush,
tropical growth, including such
species as coconut palms, thatch
palms, wild orchids, hibiscus,
frangipani, bananas, mangoes,
sapidilla, lance wood, tropical
mahoganies and several varieties
of citrus trees. Pink sandy
beaches compose more than half
of the island's shore-line. The
Lesser Antilles ocean current
flowing
just
off-shore
continually cleanses the waters
surrounding Cornish Cay. The
water produces radiant shades
of blue, depending on the water
depth, type of bottom and angle
ofthesun. CornishCay'sclimate
remains pleasant throughout the
year: cooler than Florida in the
summer, but warmer in the
winter.
When I arrived at the
nearby Marsh Harbor Airport
during this past spring break, I
had my passport stamped by the
Bahamas for the twenty-third
time. As usual, we had errands
to run in town before departing

for the cay. My grandfather is
quite popular with the locals.
Thirty years ago he gave away
several thousand hula-hoops
dressed up as Santa Claus. The
kids who played with them are
now forty years old. He is often
mistaken by the locals as the guy
who invented the hula-hoop.
I think the locals also
like my grandfather for his sense
of humor.
Despite his
conservative background, he
feels quite at ease approaching a
toothless, shirtless and shoeless
character on the street with a
comment such as, "need any
wood chopped Bill, I got my
grandson here with me. Be
careful shaking his hand." He
refers to himself and the elders
in town as "Old Conchs,"
symbolizing the native shell fish.
As the diesel engine of
our twenty-eight-foot boat, the
Peppercorn, slowed, the Cay's
two resident German Shepards,
Belle and "Dimitri, greeted us
from the pier with howling and
barking. The island's Haitian
care-taker, Antoine Louis or
Tony for short, also came out to
say hello and to help tie the boat.

The island offers a deep
water pier surrounded by a seawall for larger vessels, where the
Peppercorn ties up. For boats
drawing less water, such as the
island's fifteen and seventeen foot
whalers, as well as its twenty-one
foot aqua-sport, we dredged an
artificial harbor into Cornish Cay.
The majority of the
development on the island lies
on its western shore, close to the
pier and the harbor. There is a
tennis court. A guest cottage
overlooks the pier. A newer guest
cottage flanks the harbor. The
care taker's house enjoys a view
of the beautiful south-west beach.
A barn houses supplies and heavy
equipment. The shop serves as a
work area, with such things as
tools, boat oil, outboard motor
parts and extra batteries filling its
shelves. There is also a boat
house where the more valuable
boats stay while my grandparents
are away.
As the oldest man in the
state of Florida to have a license
to fly a sea-plane, my 77 year old
grandfather likes to have his bird
close by. His Lake Amphibian
sea plane taxies up onto a plane

ramp leading into the water on
the island's southern shore.
At the island's highest
point near its center is the main
house. Built ten feet above
ground on pilings, the deck that
surrounds the house peers over
the tree-line for a panoramic view
of the surrounding area. Birds
such as banana quits will eat
brown sugar from your hand.
Some of the sights include
Channel Cay, Sandy Cay and the
rocky Pelican Cays.
Most of this area is
protected, as it now falls within
the boundaries of the Pelican
Cays Land and Sea Park. My
grandfather petitioned the
government for the park. Within
the park is a mature coral
reef- which is home to abundant
reef life such as eagle rays,
barracuda, sharks, parrot fish,
surgeon fish, sergeant majors and
angel fish,to name a few.
Although I look
forward to sailing, fishing, spear
fishing and snorkeling during my
stays at the Cay, there are other
sources of satisfaction that are
peculiar to this type of place.
After a few days at the Cay, the

concerns of real-life become
distant. Without any distractions,
the ebb and flow of nature's
cycles takes over the mind. Every
thing from the tide, to the wind
picking up during the day, to the
sun climbing arid descending, to
the weather trends produces this
effect. Here, it is possible to feel
part of nature, with a clear mind
and sharpened senses.
Maintaining the Cay
requires a great deal of
resourcefulness because of its
isolation and self sufficiency.
Generators and complicated
solar electric systems supply all
of the electricity. Every
appliance runs on gas to save
electricity.
Couple this
equipment with out-board
motors, throw in the corrosion of
sea salt, and remember that the
nearest mechanic is twenty miles
away and works on "island time."
Keeping everything going is a
challenge, but this is all part of
the fun.
When I tell people
about Cornish Cay, sometimes I
think Club Med commercials
begin to run through their minds.
I have had the opportunity to
bring friends down to the Cay.
While some were able to
appreciate the island, others did
not feel comfortable. The most
common complaint is that there
is nothing to do at night.
The future of Cornish
Cay is uncertain. Apart from the
financial
obligation,
maintenance requires that the
owners spend a great deal of
time on the island. This presses
a person's working schedule. My
grandparents would like to keep
the island in the family, but we
all wonder if this is feasible.
Another consideration is how to
handle the sale of the island.
Above all, it is most important to
us that Cornish Cay remain as
we remember it.

SU's ska sensation DLO storms Fairfield
Tim Welsh
Contributing Writer

On Saturday April 13,
at Fairfield University's Levee,
Syracuse University's hottest
new band, The Douglas Leader
Orchestra, played for a crowd of
Fairfield students. DLO, far
from being your typical campus
band, showed up with seven
members, consisting of six
Syracuse students and Fairfield's
own Joe Fattorini, and played a
full set of upbeat, dance able,
ska, for the crowd at the Levee.
The band offered up a set filled
with their own high energy
original and few covers,

including the theme songs to
The People's Court and
Inspector Gadget. The wide
range of numbers excited those
gathered at the Levee, and in
what seemed to be a rare event
for the campus pub, a large
number of crowd members were
seen dancing to the songs of
DLO.
The pace of the night
was high from the very
beginning. Before DLO took
the stage the students at the
Levee were witness to the
sounds of New York City's
Underkpants (the K is silent).
In a brief but enjoyable set, the
three piece Underkpants played
a set of all original rock that was

very different than DLO, yet the
two bands complemented each
other very well, possibly
because the bands shared two
members. Underkpants warmed
up the crowd with their own
exciting set, which even
included a ska song, Toast, that
prepared the crowd for the show
that was to follow.
From the moment that
DLO took the stage, opening
with their fast paced song, Delia,
their brand of ska caused the
entire pub to move. This was
partially due to the extreme
volume of the band but mostly
because of the foundation for
the four piece horn section, who
stole the show. The room was

filled with the solos of the
players, setting the tone for the
remainder of the 'night. What
the students at the Levee were
witness tq was a show that was
completely different than the
standard fair for this campus.
Far from being done
for the night, at the end of their
set at the Levee, DLO headed
down to the beach to play for a
party at one of the student beach
houses. The crowd was much
larger than on Fairfield' s campus
and was ready for the band.
After a set by Fairfield's band
the Fashionplates, DLO went on,
for the room was so packed that
the band was playing within the
crowd. Towards the end of

another high powered set, in
which DLO played every song
they knew, the crowd asked
them to play more. They played
another set of songs and led the
party deep into the night,
finishing off with one of their
strongest songs, Thinking of
You.
Sunday morning DLO
left for Syracuse tired, but happy
with the response they received
from the Fairfield crowds. The
band was excited about the
prospect of coming back soon
and left an impression on the
students of this campus. The
ska sounds of DLO are sure to
be welcomed again at Fairfield.
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Theaters
Bridgeport Showcase
339-7171
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Sun 4/21
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Tue 4/23
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Thu 4/25

Wed 4/24
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Fairfield Cinemas
339-7151

10:30pm

FACE OFF
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HAM CHANNEt
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BUZZ
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11:00pm

Fairfield Community
255-6555
Milford Showcase
878-5600
Trumbull Marquis
365-6500
Westport Fine Arts
227-3324

11:30pm
CINESCOPE

The Ham Channel announces its first Annual Spring Spectacular, HAMSTOCK, a live, outdoor variety show to be held at 8:30 p.m.
on May 4th, 1996 on the Oak Room Patio at Fairfield University's Barone Campus Center.
The Ham Channel, Fairfield University's student operated television channel, is completing its first year of production. Over
the past two sememsters, students have produced a variety of programs icluding: a late night sports show featuring interviews with
Fairfield's athletes, coaches and sports administrators, a live music video show hosted by a student "V.J." and a weekly news broadcast
reporting international, national, sports and entertainment news.
HAMSTOCK is a benefit program for Prospect House, a shelter located in Bridgeport. It will also provide students with an
opportunity to showcase the technical ability that they have gained over the past year. The show will be co-produced with the Fairfield
University Media Center and will feature talent from the Fairfield University Community as well as a possible celebrity guest
appearance. Hosting HAMSTOCK will be the Ham Channel's own Mike Garofoli. Admission is free and is open to the public. The
Ham Channel cordially invites the entire Fairfield Community, their families and friends to come and experience HAMSTOCK. For
more informatioon, contact Melissa Conroy at The Ham Channel at 254-4118.

Carousel Gardens
Restaurant
Melissa Masikiewicz
Assistant A&E Editor
As the name implies, this
restaurant places visitors in an atmosphere
filled with carousel horses. The 19th
Century Victorian House offers not only
a variety of seafood, steaks, chicken, and
pasta, but also entertainment and a
legendary ghost.
Some friends and I visited
Carousel Gardens (located in Seymour,
about a half-hour from school) on a recent
Saturday night. As we waited a few
minutes in the central foyer, we looked
through some photos of the what our
waitress later called "Ruth, the happy
ghost," who is said to reside in the
restaurant. One of the five children of the
house's original owner, Ruth, we were
told, has let her presence be known over
the years in a number of ways. Once,
while people were dining, the cash register
in the restaurant's circular bar levitated
and moved across the room. The staff
also believes Ruth hates when people
swear. A former waitress, who was prone
to swearing, had a crystal pitcher shatter
in her hand in the middle of an outburst.
Whether or not you believe in
ghosts, Carousel Gardens still has much
to offer. The main dining room is circular
and surround by windows (it used to be
an open porch). You can also eat in one of
the other many rooms on the first and

second floors, including Ruth's former
bedroom. While small, none of the rooms
are crowded with tables and most of
them have high ceilings and fireplaces.
The menu consists of just about
anything you might be craving, from
steak, veal, and pork chops, to seafood,
pasta, and chicken. Everything is
reasonably priced, with dinners ranging
from$10to$18(mostwere$15).Wehad
mixed feelings about our dinners I
enjoyed the blackened swordfish, and
my friend liked her baked seafood
casserole, although it was very spicy.
Our other friend ordered a three-veal
dish, and he said that each of the three
sauces tasted pretty much the same.
Our waitress was very nice, but
we did have to wait a while for our food.
However, the waiting could have been
much worse, since a magician was making
his way around the room. He spent about
15 minutes at our table, and while he was
at other tables we could still see his act.
For dessert, we tried the
chocolate mousse pie and a specialty
coffee, which was made with kahlua,
Bailey's Irish Cream and whipped cream.
Both were very good.
Overall, we thought Carousel
Gardens was a unique restaurant, and we
agreed that we would make the trip out
again. Located at 153 North Street in
Seymour, the restaurant is open daily,
and can be reached at 888-2800.

Theatre Fairfield Premieres
Brian Lockhart
Contributing Writer

remaining artistic staff includes junior
Nathan Nunez (set designer), and seniors
Rika Kurdyla (costume designer) and
Luke Wrobel (lighting designer). Theatre
Fairfield's Technical Director Barry
Albright, playwriting Professor Dr. Ben
B. Halm, resident designProfessor Lynne
Porter and visiting guest artist Lisa Brailoff
provide students with professional
guidance.
Premieres '96 opens Friday,
April 19th and continues through Sunday,
April 21st. Friday's performance begins
at 8 p.m. with a 2 p.m. matinee on Saturday
and Sunday. The production will re-open
on Wednesday April 24th, continue on
Thursday April 25th and close on Friday
April 26th. These three final evening
shows also begin at 8 p.m. All six
performances are in the PepsiCo Theatre.
Ticket prices are $8 for the general public
and $3 for students and seniors. Tickets
are on sale all week in the lobby of the
Barone Campus Center or you can call
254-4227 for reservations.

While a cross-section of
urbanites await nuclear war, a nurse at a
mental hospital searches for escape from
her oppressive world and the definitive
dysfunctional family struggles to simply
take a group photo....
Such are the concepts behind
And All Is Well, TheSinging Underneath
and Family Picture, the three student
written one-act plays comprising
Premieres '96. Produced each spring by
Theatre Fairfield, Fairfield University's
resident theatre company, Premieres
develops and showcases the talents of
student playwrights, directors, designers
and actors. Junior Chri s Dowd and seniors
Peter Mooney and Moira Spollen are this
year's respective writers while seniors
Kevin Ahern, Rahul Siddharth and Joey
Davis are the directors. Boasting a
combined
cast
of twenty-six
undergraduate actors, Premieres '96's

DIARIES

or
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FRIDAY, APRIL

19, 8 P.M.

TO WIT
A NEWER COMEDY ABOUT OLDER HUMOR
Max Wilk's anthology of the best of American humor
writers of stage, screen and song, will transport you to the
golden days of Thurber, Benchly, Lardner, Comden &
Green, E. Y. Harburg, Alan Sherman, and more!
A "BLACK BOX" PRODUCTION

SATURDAY, APRIL

The Fairfield University Glee
Club Presents Sings the Unsung, led by conductor Carole
Ann Maxwell, at the Quick
Center for the Arts, Saturday,
April 20,1996, at 8:00p.m.

& Evr

STARRING TV AND FILM ACTOR DAVID BIRNEY
Mark Twain's delicious retelling of the classic story, by turns |
comic and lyric. First presented on the distinguished PBS
American Playhouse, now live on the stage.

27, 8 P.M.

TOM CHAPIN
A gifted entertainer who charms audiences of all ages.
Bring the whole family to experience a singer who, with
nothing more than guitar in hand, can totally captivate.

SUNDAY, APRIL

28,1 & 3 P.M.

THE NEW SEASON BEGINS THIS FALL. DON'T BE
DISAPPOINTED BY SELLOUTS AGAIN. SUBSCRIBE TO THE
BEST PERFORMING ARTS SERIES IN THE AREA. ORDER
WUR FREE BROCHURE NOW FROM THE BOX OFFICE!
GREAT: SEATS, ACOUSTICS, PRICES, DISCOUNTS

IUICK
CPN7Pft 203 254-4010
IW* >*TX >«fc£t4 I < ik<\ MASTERCARD. VISA.
AT FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY

AMERICAN EXPRESS

Day of
show
RUSH
tickets
only
$5
forFU
Students
&
Staff
(10 am5 pm)
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Softball's hopes nearly washed away
after series in Buffalo
Dan Martin
Sports Editor Emeritus
The gods of nature certainly didn't
help the women' s Softball team last weekend.
Due to wet weather conditions, the team was
forced to play four five-inning games last
Sunday in Buffalo. The Stags dropped all
four games to Canisius and Niagara, leaving
their record at 12-22 overall and 2-6 in the
MAAC.
After their doubleheader was
cancelled on Saturday, Fairfield made up
both games on the turf at Canisius on Sunday
and Niagara traveled to the Golden Griffins
home field, the only playable field in the
area.
The Stags lost 3-0 and 4-0 to
Canisius, despite outhitting their opponents
in both games. Rachel Aponte pitched both
games and performed well. Fairfield's
problem was a lack of run support. Canisius
was only able to manage five base hits
throughout the doubleheader, but with the
help of several Fairfield walks and errors,
the Griffs were able to push enough runs
across the plate.
"We' ve been inconsistent all year,"
head coach Pat Conlan said. "Getting people
on base hasn't been hard for us, but we
haven't been able to get them to score."

Following the second defeat,
Fairfield came back out an hour later for the
third and fourth games of the marathon day.
"It was tough to come back out
after losing those first two," Conlan said.
"You have to be able to put the losses behind
you and move on."
The Stags were overmatched by
Niagara, dropping the first game 7-2 and the
nightcap 3-2. In the first, April Andrucyk
was unable to hold down Niagara's offense.
"They hit her very hard and we didn't back
her up very well," Conlan said.
In the second game versus Niagara,
as well as the squad's fourth for the day,
Joanna Nelson made the best of a rare
opportunity on the mound, although she
took the loss in the 3-2 decision.
"Joanna was great," Conlan said.
"We haven't been able to get her out there
much, but she showed us a lot."
Conlan, the team's second-year
coach, is not satisfied with the team's
performance. "I was very surprised to lose
those games in Buffalo," Conlan said. "If we
came away 4- 0 from this weekend, it would
have been great and I thought 3-1 was a
realistic goal. I wanted to be at least 2-2."
The team is laden with
underclassmen so although they have
struggled in 1996, the close losses they are

Baseball drops two of
three to MAAC rival Iona
(Continued from p. 16)
Andy Larned added two hits. Gianone earned
MAAC South Player of the Week honors.
Starter Jared DeCore (4-2) took
the loss although only four of 10 runs he
yielded where earned. Relieve Bobby
Wenzel came in with two out in sixth and
gave up two runs, both unearned.
Head coach John Slosar expressed
concern over the defensive laps which
spurred Iona's offense.
"The error prolonged the inning
and a one-run game got out of hand," Slosar
said. "Our big concern right now is walks
and defense at critical times."
Overall, Slosar is pleased with the
offense and sees pitching and defense as the
keys to winning games the rest of the season.
"The offense has been consistently
good," Slosar said of the Stags, who have a
team batting average of .299 and are
averaging 7 runs per game in April. "The
pitching and defense have not reached their
potential and there is a ways to go to get
where we want to be."
Slosar is confident in the pitching
staff's ability but is still waiting for more
production and consistency.
"They were gelling slower than I
would like." Slosar said of a staff with a 5.33
E.R. A. "We have three or four guys who are
steady but it has to be a 10-man effort."
Last Wednesday, the Stags beat
Marist at home snapping a seventh inning tie
on Mike Schwartz's RBI double and going
on to win 11-7.
Gianone had three hits and two
RBI's, Pike had two hits and a RBI, and
Larned added a double, triple, and two RBI's.
Scott Walley (4-0) got the win for
the Stags lowering his E.R.A. to 1.56.
Taking a day off for Easter, the
Stags completed a weekend series at St.
Peter's with a 10-6 win.
Wilson had two hits and two RBI's
Gianone went 3-for-4, and Mike Pike was 2for-4 with two record setting RBI.

Starter Jared DeCore went 6 1/3
innings for his fourth win and Kegan pitched
the final 2 2/3 innings for the save.
Pike's two RBI's gave him 117for
his career becoming Fairfield's all-time
leader breaking Joe Mancini's mark of 116
set in the 1984-1987 seasons. Pike also
holds school records for total bases (303),
singles (117), and doubles (47). He also
needs 12 runs scored to break Bill Barnes'
career mark of 132 set in 1976-1979.
Head coach Slosar also reached a
milestone during the St. Peter's series earning
his 200th career victory with a 9-2 win in the
first game of a double header on Saturday.
In his 12th season as head coach
after serving as an assistant under Dan Cook
for 10 years, Slosar's record currently stands
at 203-224-6. He has helped lead the Stags
to four MAAC Championships, six ECAC
playoff appearances and seven 20 win
seasons since joining the staff in 1975.
In other pre-Easter games, the Stags
rallied for an 8-4 victory at Central
Connecticut in New Britain back on April
2nd.
Mike Pike went 4-for-5 with three
RBI's and scored the go-ahead run on a wild
pitch in the ninth inning. The Stags used four
singles, two wild pitches, a hit batter, and a
sacrifice fly for a four-run ninth breaking a
4-4 tie.
The Stags lost 19-3 to UConn the
following afternoon at Alumni Field. Four
Fairfield pitchers combined to walk 14
Huskies, which led to 10 runs. The Stags
have not beaten UConn since 1992.
The Stags played at Pace University
the next day in Pleasantville, New York and
lost 11-7.
Jon Wilson had two hits and two
RBI's and Pike added two hits and one RBI.
The Stags played at Marist on
Tuesday and traveled to play Army
yesterday. The team returns home this
weekend for a MAAC South series with St.
Peter's. Saturday's game and Sunday's
doubleheader both start at noon.

suffering should turn into victories in the
years to come. As for this season, however,
Conlan is not sure why there has been a lack
of success.
"We played strong down in Florida,
but we've fallen back down," Conlan said.
"We need to play near perfect ball for seven
innings and we're not doing that. We have
too many mental lapses and I don't know if
the hunger is there. The players need to
realize that there isn't always a tomorrow."
With only four games remaining,
the Stags need to go undefeated to have
much of a chance of finishing in the top four
in the MAAC and qualifying for the
tournament. The squad has a very important
game today against Iona that could determine
their fate for the rest of the season.
Even if Fairfield does not make the
playoffs, Conlan can take something out of
the campaign. With most key players
returning next year, the Stags should be
significantly improved and be able to pull
out some of the close games that they could
not this year.
"We gave Manhattan two games
this year. We should be sitting pretty in the
MAAC," Conlan said. "Now we just have to
go out and play as well as we can and hope
things fall into place for us. If we don't we'll
just have to build for next year."

Want to be a sports
writer?
Contact Rick Thomson at
the Mirror.
Box AA

Rugby crushes
Providence
Terrance Houston
Contributing Writer

The Fairfield Rugby team exploded
to extend its undefeated season last Saturday.
In their fourth win of the season, the ruggers
ran over the Providence Friars in a stunning
28-3 victory. George Hemmer, led by the
dominating scrum push of Papa Bear Joe
Sardella and John Baumstark, fell into the
tri-zone for the first score. From there on in,
the whole team was lead by the unselfish
play of president Brian Duffell. Duffell, in
place to score three times for the day, passed
off the ball before the tri-line to reward
seniors Kevin "Godfather" Murphy, Bob
"Princess" Stanley, and Tory "What's My
Name" Ritter with a final score on the home
field. The B team was also successful, posting
a 17-14 victory. The threeK's: Kevin Weng,
Ken Oliver, and Kevin Norton supplied great
play in the victory. Next week, the ruggers
travel to Fordham, in the final regular season
game of the year.

Women's tennis has
strong finish
soon.

(Continued from p. 16)

"What I really want to do is let
Amy drop down a bit, so that she doesn't
have to play at number one next year,"
Giachino said. "She has been our sacrificial
lamb for three years whenever we leave the
MAAC and it would be nice to see her get a
chance to let her record show how strong she
is."
Before the team gets to next season,
however, they hope to fi nish off 1996 with
a convincing win in their Invitational. "It
would be a great way to end things and lead
into next year."

After Finals...

The Cramming Begins!
MAIL PACK & SHIP
937 Post Rd., FAIRFIELD
(Exit 22 Rt-95)
259-2005 FAX 254-1509
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-6, Sat. 10-3, Closed Sun.

We Will Pack & Ship Almost Anything Anywhere./j
U.P.S. • Airborne • Eeclga! Express
Mail Boxes Rentals (24 JHr.-Ac
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Lax gears up for Providence with
win over Mt. St. Mary's
David Russo
Staff Writer
The Fairfield University men's
lacrosse team traveled to Baltimore,
Maryland last Saturday for their first game
in two weeks. Although the effort was not
the Stags' best of the season, they managed
to control Mt. St. Mary's in a 12-7 win.
Fairfield is now 5-6 overall, 4-0 in the Metro
Atlantic Athletic Conference as they head
into Saturday's first place home showdown
versus Providence.
The game versus Providence is the
first of four crucial games for Fairfield. In
order to qualify for the EC AC post season
tournament via a MAAC Championship,
the Stags must win their four remaining
games.
In Saturdays' road victory, Fairfield
outscored Mt. St. Mary's in each of the four
quarters en route to an important conference
victory. The Stags controlled the tempo
throughout with solid ball movement,
allowing Mt. St. Mary's few scoring
opportunities. And when Mt. St. Mary's
threatened, goaltender Sam Peterson was
there to make the spectacular save. Peterson
had 22 saves in the contest. For his efforts
Peterson was named MAAC Goaltender of
the Week.

"We were nervous going into the
game because we knew we needed to win to
set the tone for the rest of the season," head
coach Ted Spencer said. "And even though
it was not our best lacrosse we still won by
five."
Kevin Kenny opened the scoring
less than three minutes into the contest.
Then at the 8:58 mark, Matt Callaghan gave
the Stags a 2-0 lead before Mt. St. Mary's
cut Fairfield's lead in half 40 seconds later.
The score remained 2-1 until the
Fairfield erupted for two goals within 30
seconds. Tom Saunders and Paul Caulfield
scored the goals which gave Fairfield a three
goal advantage with 3:26 left in the quarter.
Forthe remainder of the game Mt. St. Mary's
never came within two of the first place
Stags.
Leading 5-3 heading into the
second quarter, the Stags outscored Mt. St.
Mary's 4-2 before the end of the half. Devin
Laden scored two of his three goals and J.T.
Groarke tallied his second of the game to
give Fairfield a 9-5 advantage.
The second half was much of the
same as the Stags maintained their lead by
outscoring Mt. St. Mary's 3-2.
"I thought^ we showed a lot of
maturity in the second half," Spencer said.
"We kept possession of the ball and didn't

Stags show no respect to the holy
Blow out St. Francis and St. Peter's
Dan Martin
Sports Editor Emeritus
The men's tennis team scored two
victories last week, defeating two
undermanned opponents. On Sunday, the
Stags toppled St. Francis 7-0 and came back
the next day to beat St. Peter's by the same
score to improve their record to 3-4.
Tuesday's match against Marist was rained
out.
St. Francis began Sunday's match
down one player and lost another during
play, leaving them with only four players,
rather than the usual six. Head coach Dr.
Joseph Grassi said that the top two players
were solid.In additon, St. Francis' number
three singles player managed to stretch his
match with Dave Briones out to three sets
before losing 7-6, 3-6, 6-2. After that,
however, they had nothing left and the Stags
ran away with an easy victory.
The previous day against St. Peter's,
Fairfield faced a team that was depleted due
to both injury and academic ineligibility.
The Peacocks were in such dire straits that
they were forced to play their star point
guard forthe basketball team, Mike Frensley
at number six singles. Although he lost to
Mike Aruta 6-1,6-0, Dr. Grassi said that he
played remarkably well. Despite the score,
each game was close.
"He just picked up a tennis racket
two weeks ago," Grassi said. "But because
he is a point guard, he sees the court well,
makes good decisions and can pick up the
game quickly."
St. Peter's also had strong players
in the top spot. At number one singles, Marc
Brennan continued his tremendous play,
coming back after losing the first set, 5-7, he
took the next two, 6-3 and 6-4. Brennan
improved his spring record to 5-2 and Grassi
praised the senior's play.
"Marc has been terrific all year
long for us," Grassi said. "He really is a
tremendous player."
Although the Stags took both
matches last weekend, Grassi is still not
pleased with where the team is. When the
squad got off to a 1-4 start, Grassi attributed
it to the players not being in good enough

allow them the opportunity to cut into our
lead."
Fairfield, however, failed to
capitalize on many offensive opportunities,
due in part to the two week layoff and an
experimentation with a 1-4-1 offensive.
"We had our sloppy moments,"
Spencer said. "But it was a good ground to
test the 1-4-1 on."
Saturday's 1 p.m. home game
versus Providence promises to be a classic.
Spencer and his team have been looking
forward to facing the Friars all week. Many
of the players on each squad were high
school teammates, adding an extra dimension
to the game.
"We're pretty excited about it,"
Spencer said. "We know they will turn it up
so we'll have to step it up to another level
ourselves."
Notes: Saturday marks the beginning of the
toughest stretch of the season for the Stags.
The team will play four games in the final
two and a half weeks of the season...
Callaghan leads the team in goals, 31, and
points, 49... Groarke and Mike Keegan are
tied for the team lead in assists with 19 each.
.. Peterson has a .628 save percentage and
12.1 goals against average.

Golf struggles
in spring debut
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Dan Martin
Sports Editor Emeritus
Find a job on the Web

Marc Brennan has racked up a 5-2 record
this spring.
photo: Sp. Info.
shape. "The guys didn't agree with me, but
after I started running them more, they started
playing better.
"The way you can tell how a player
is conditioned is their performance during
the third set of matches," Grassi said. "You
can play two sets if you are out of shape, but
you can only win a third if you train well.
We were losing too many third sets."
Grassi is cautiously optimistic about
the rest of the season. On Wednesday, the
Stags played inside at Central Connecticut.
The indoor courts give Central Connecticut
a decided advantage. "They know how the
courts play and most of our guys don't like
to play inside," Grassi said. "Only Marc
Brennan likes to play on the inside courts. I
don't know why, but he loves it. He would
play inside all the time if he could."
The Stags were also hurt by the
inclement weather, having three winnable
matches cancelled. Grassi said that of the
matches against Hofstra, Fordham and
Manhattan, Fairfield would have won at
least two. Now he has to make sure that the
team gets the required number of Division I
matches in to avoid an NCAA violation.
"This has never been a problem before,"
Grassi said. "But with all of this crazy
weather, it's been impossible to get matches
in. We're just going to hope for the best."

"We were awful," head coach Dan
McCabe said of the golf team, which placed
twelfth out of 18 teams last weekend at the.
Yale Invitational in New Haven.
"It was our first tournament of the
season and we just didn't do a good job at
all," McCabe said.
Yale won the tournament and had
a significant advantage over Fairfield. The
Bulldogs had already played an extensive
spring schedule, including some action in
Great Britain two weeks ago where they
gained valuable experience against top
competition.
The scores for the entire
tournament were higher than usual because
of the cold and damp weather. Fairfield
finished with a score of 350, which McCabe
was disappointed in.
"I thought we could finish further
toward the top, around eighth place,"
McCabe said.
Junior Tom Furey was the only
Stag who played well, shooting a 79. "Tom
has been consistent ever since he has been
here," McCabe said. "He would have
ordinarily shot even better, but the conditions
hurt him, too. I'd say he could have finished
at 74."
The team heads to the University
of Rhode Island Invitational this weekend,
which will be held at the Green Valley
Country Club in Newport.
"I think we' 11 do all right," McCabe
said. "We should come in the top 10. I'm
looking to shoot around 320 each day."
McCabe plans to bring Furey,
junior Phil Boehme and sophomore Dave
Marcinowski, in addition to two others to
Rhode Island.
After losing four of five starters
from last year's team, the team is in the
midst of a rebuilding year and McCabe
believes they are playing about as well as
they can. "We're having a bit of a down
year, but we don't lose anyone to graduation
so we'll be a lot stronger after these guys get
more experience. Once the new recruits get
in, we shou'd be even better."
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Stags stay in contention in MAAC South
Rob Meisch
Staff Writer
The Fairfield baseball
team split a MAAC South
doubleheader at lona this past
Sunday and lost to the Gaels on
Monday after defeating St. Peter's
and Marist earlier in the week.
The Stags'(15-13,7-5 in
MAAC South) weekend series with
lona was pushed back to Sunday
due to weather. The Stags won the
first game 10-8 getting two home
runs from first baseman Joe Hooks
and another from Mike Pike. In the
second game, errors plagued the
Stags who lost 12-4. On Monday,
Fairfield dropped the rubber match,
9-3.
The Stags used a 12-hit
attack in the first game scoring six
runs in the fourth inning on their
way to victory.
Hooks started the Stags'
scoring with a two-run homer in
the second inning and added a solo
shot in the fourth inning. Pike hit a
two-run homer in the fourth inning,
his fifth of the season.
For the game, Pike and
Jon Wilson each had two hits and
two RBI's, Hooks went 2-for-4
with 3 RBI, and Justin Kern went
3-for-3.
Starter Jim Manias (3-3)
got the win and reliever Ken Kegan
picked up his second save.

For those who aren't
as athletic...
Rick Thomson
Sports Editor

Second baseman Adam Samuelian hopes to help the Stags to the MAAC |
South title.
photo: Sp. Info
In the second game, the lona runs.
Sal Gianone led the Stags
Stags made five errors including
with
three
hits and two RBI and
what could have been the third out
in the sixth inning leading to seven

(Continued on p. 14)

Underclassmen pace
women's tennis to victory
Dan Martin
Sports Editor Emeritus
Apparently, the only
thing that could stop the women's
tennis team was the weather. With
an 8-1 win last Thursday over
Pace, the Stags tied the program's
record for number of wins, with
12.
"This team deserved its
own record," head coach Jim
Giachino said. "This was a special
year for them, but we weren't able
to get enough matches in."
The Stags had three
matches cancelled in the last two
weeks before closing out the season
against Pace and this upcoming
weekend's Fairfield University
Invitational. Mother nature did
not want to see the record, set four
years ago, fall.
Virtually the entire team
dominated their oppoamtsagainst
Pace. The Stags only loss was by
nunmber one singles player Amy
Hanson, who retired after the
second set due to an injury.
After splitting the first
two sets, 5-7 and 6-4, Hanson and
Giachino decided that with the
match already clinched by
Fairfield, she should rest her injured

foot. The team's captain has been
battling the problem throughout
much of the year and the area takes
a pounding each time Hanson steps
on the court.
Giachino acknowledged
that Hanson might have some
difficulty playing throughout the
tournament that begins on Friday.
"We just have to hope for easy
matches in the early rounds so that
she can get to thesemifinals without
having worked too hard," Giachino
said.
Fairfield was faced with
no other obstacles en route to the
victory over Pace. Other than the
set dropped by Hanson, the Stags
played a nearly flawless match.
All of the other matches were won
in straight sets, including
particularly dominant triumphs by
Deirdre Tindall (6-0,6-0), Candice
Srubar (6-1, 6-0) and Michele
Miner (6-1,6-0).
Giachino
is
very
confident about the Invitational,
which includes eight teams from
around the region. "We should
win the whole thing," Giachino
said. "We are very strong and they
have been working extremely
hard."
The competition is not of

r

Michele Miner had a strong win
against Pace.
photo: Sp. Info.
the caliber that Giachino had hoped
because many tournaments of the
larger conferences are held during
the same weekend. The Stags have
handled most of the squads easily
in the past, including Army,
Fairleigh Dickinson and Pace.
Each of these teams has a solid
number one singles player and that
bracket should provide the most
excitement in addition to the best
overall tennis.
In additon to the successes
on the court, Giachino has had
perhaps even more on the recruiting
trail. He expects two nationally
ranked players, including one from
Great Britain, to sign with Fairfield

(Continued on p. 14)
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Since there is not enough money in the Fairfield University
budget to give everyone an athletic scholarship, the wonderful world
of intramural sports exists. These games give everyone a chance to try
to recapture those glory days of high school without having to deal with
long practices, demanding coaches, and never-ending bus rides.
I can remember coming to Fairfield way back in September
of 1994 and wondering if I would be able to make any friends.
However, my fears were eased after the first week of school, as I met
a group of guys who shared my interest in sports. After scrounging up
$25 for the entry fee, we formed an intramural soccer team and started
our season with a humiliating loss. Despite the loss, my new friends
and I spent the next few days reflecting on our mistakes and
contemplating new strategies for the next game. We could never seem
to come up with a way to combat our lack of ability, but it did help bring
us closer together as friends.
From that point on, I knew that
intramurals would be a major part of my college years.
But the options for non-varsity athletes at Fairfield University
extend beyond the realm of intramurals. On most evenings, one can
visit the Rec-plex and find the place filled with people playing pick-up
basketball games. The action is fast and furious as students from
dorms, townhouses, beach houses, and even commuters all come
together with the same goals of working off the caloric intake of the past
weekend and proving to Coach Cormier that Fairfield may need a few
more walk-ons to put the basketball team over the top. However, on
some occasions the real basketball players at Fairfield stop in for a visit
and supply a healthy dose of reality. The message comes through loud
and clear, as Kyle Commodore races down the court and finds more
holes in the defense than there are in the ozone layer or Shane Miller
makes shooting three-pointers look as easy as spitting into the Long
Island Sound.
And now, as the snow melts and the weather begins to have
some semblance of being seasonal, the quad is the place to be. Many
professors with afternoon classes can only shake their heads as they
scan the classroom and decide that maybe they should start taking
attendance. Just beyond the prison confines of Canisius and
Donnarumma, baseballs fly around and make the hilly terrain between
Gonzaga and Regis resemble a spring training facility. Music blasts
from the windows of the residence halls as laid-back wiffle ball games
pop up everywhere. Just outside of Campion, a volleyball court is laid
out by an enterprising group of students who wonder why there is no
men's volleyball team at Fairfield. Still, others can be found whipping
the lacrosse ball around or doing crazy tricks with a frisbee. It all adds
up to a great distraction from the trials and tribulations of trying to
register for classes or looking for a non-minimum wage job for the
summer, not to mention tests, papers, and projects.
The spring weather also provides an ample opportunity to get
out and support Fairfield athletics. The "Stagmania" that sent this
campus into a frenzy just six weeks ago when the Stags made their run
at the NCAA basketball tournament has dropped off severely. However,
many of the programs competing this spring have put together seasons
comparable to that of the basketball team. Although these programs
don't receive the same national exposure that bombards the college
basketball scene, they still deserve some recognition on campus. The
baseball team is coming off a 1995 campaign in which it reached the
finals of the MAAC championship and is off and running again in 1996.
The lacrosse team has brought an exciting style of play to the field, as
it ranks among the MAAC leaders in goals per game. On the courts,
the men' S and women' s tennis teams are both coming off championship
seasons and look to establish Fairfield as one of the premier tennis
programs in the Northeast with a slew of intriguing matches against
some big time schools this spring. So why not take a break and check
out a game or a match? After all, if you can't be an athlete, at least be
an athletic supporter.

Home Games:

Baseball: Saturday v. St. Peter's, 12 p.m.;
Sunday v. St. Peter's, 12 p.m.(2)
Softball: Sunday v. Dartmouth, 1 p.m.
Men's tennis: Monday v. Manhattan, 4 p.m.
Women's tennis: Friday- Sunday, Fairfield Invitational
Men's lacrosse: Saturday v. Providence, 1 p.m.

